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Cities and memory
Cities and desire
Cities and signs
Thin cities
Trading cities
Cities and eyes

Cities and names
Cities and the dead

Cities and the sky
Continuous cities

Hidden cities
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INVISIBLE CITIES: OUTSIDER ART



CHILDREN’S ART



CHILDREN’S ART



MARISA PARILLA & MARIAROSA CASSINADRI, 
“EDIBLE CITIES”



ALEX MARTINEZ, INVISIBLE CITIES



LISEL ASHLOCK, INVISIBLE CITIES



VLADIMIR, INVISIBLE CITIES VIEWMASTER DISKS



ALEXANDRA GILLAND, ANATOMY OF AN ARGIAN



SIMON CHONG, PERINTHIA



SIMON CHONG, PERINTHIA



ZÜLAL IMRAN ZAYAR, ZOE (ARCHITECTURAL PLANS)



INVISIBLE CITIES: PROFESSIONAL ART



DAVID FLECK, INVISIBLE CITIES



MARCIN KOŁPANOWICZ, INVISIBLE CITIES



KENDRA SALVATORE, INVISIBLE CITIES



MARY ANN PARK, BOOK DESIGN



DARYN WAKASA, BOOK DESIGN



CHELSY NYREE, BOOK DESIGN



RAQUEL CANÉ, ZOBEIDE

RAQUEL CANÉ, ARMILLA



“XOANA,” 
ILLUSTRATION

OF EUSAPIA



DIANA AL HADID, SCULPTURE



STEPHEN NOVA, INVISIBLE CITIES



ELLE KIM, POSTER DESIGN



OLOF BRUCE, POP-UP BOOK



OLOF BRUCE, POP-UP BOOK



OLOF BRUCE, POP-UP BOOK



COLLEEN CORRADI BRANNIGAN, ETCHINGS



MATTEO 
MENOTTO,  

ARGIA



ROHAN PATANKAR, “BERENICE”



NADIA LAKHANI, INSTALLATION



HEIDI WHITMAN,  GOUACHE, ACRYLIC, SHADOWS



ERICA BRISSENSEN,  ZOBEIDE



MATTEO PERICOLI,  ARGIA



PIO COCOMAZZI,  FEDORA

PIO COCOMAZZI,  DESPINA



INVISIBLE CITIES: COMMERCIAL ART



HOTEL TRESSANTS, MENORCA



INVISIBLE CITIES: COMMUNITY ART





SARA MUZIO, ERSILIA



BUCCI & KABUTAKAPUA, (IN)VISIBLE CITIES



MARKS & DOUGLAS, WALKING THE INVISIBLE CITY



EISELE & BOWDEN, THE INVISIBLE CITY



TERI RUEB, INVISIBLE CITIES: SOUNDING BALTIMORE





CHRISTOPHER CERRONE, OPERA



REFLECTIONS

1. THE OPEN WORK

2. ABSTRACTION

3. FIGURE & GROUND

4. UTOPIA

5. APPLICABILITY



CHAMPAIGN-URBANA

Three days to the east, the traveler arrives in Champaign-
Urbana, a twin city—but not for the reasons that the 

inhabitants believe. The cities are officially divided, west 
and east, by the train tracks that run to the south through 
an endless expanse of corn fields, but the two names and 

occasional antagonism between the cities are simply a 
way for the inhabitants to remain ignorant of the true 

division and real antagonism that divides them.



CHAMPAIGN-URBANA

In reality, the city is divided between those who know they 
will remain, and those who know they will leave. 

Straddling the dividing line between the two cities and 
living among the natives is a population of nomads who 

declare an allegiance to another town or city, an 
elsewhere that forms the heart of Champaign-Urbana. 

The natives tolerate these nomads, or more likely, simply 
ignore them, while the nomads rarely, if ever, leave their 
enclave. In a city dedicated to knowledge and learning, 

each remains ignorant of the other.

Hidden Cities
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CHAMPAIGN-URBANA

Champaign-Urbana is an ugly city, filled with stretches of 
abandoned storefronts and deserted parking lots, and 
surrounded by bleak cornfields, on all sides. Decaying 
Victorian houses split up into student apartments line its 

streets, and area around the university is filled with trashy 
architectural oddities, all painted in a hideous 

combination of orange and blue. A picturesque river once 
ran through the city, but the inhabitants, terrified of 

beauty, re-routed it underground.

Cities and Eyes



CHAMPAIGN-URBANA

But no city, no place, is entirely without beauty. In far-flung  
spots that no one ever visits, the traveler finds a stretch of 
the original prairie, a magnificent desert of grassland, a 
forest of walnut trees, a musician playing on a bench, a 

sculpture garden. Such beauties are kept carefully 
hidden from the city’s inhabitants, whose eyes remain 
fixed on the orange and blue, oblivious to the small, 

spring blossom that struggles to emerge from a crack in 
the broken pavement.

Cities and Eyes
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CHAMPAIGN-URBANA

The real division splits the city not into east and west, but 
into north and south, following a different set of train 

tracks. Almost a third of the city’s children come from a 
shantytown on the north, beset by poverty and crime. Too 

poor to venture out of their enclave, the rhythm of their 
daily lives, even their existence, has become invisible to 
those who live on the other side. Although their streets 

appear on maps, they are too poor to afford even a name 
for their forgotten city.

Cities and Names


